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In the field of aviation and astronautics, large complex surface parts such as aircraft cabin cover are complex, varying in model,
and produced in small batch. In order to reduce fixture cost and improve production efficiency, a variable multipoint and multi-
DOF supporting fixture is designed. (e coordinate system of the complex structure fixture is defined, and the kinematics of the
multibody structures driven by air cylinders are modeled according to the topological principle. With the help of this data
structure, fast and optimal search for clamping state can be realized. With the dichotomy method, the driving amount of the
electric cylinder of the suction cups and the two rotation angles of two rotation axes at the end of the linkages are solved accurately.
Based on the digital twin simulation method, the precise clamping motion of flexible fixture is calculated for an aircraft cockpit
cover with a software developed by the authors in C++ language on the Visual studio platform.(e distance between the clamping
point and the surface was verified with a laser tracker. Finally, the practical experiment of a real cockpit cover clamping proves the
practicability and effectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

In the field of modern high-end manufacturing, more and
more large thin-walled complex surface parts are used in
aerospace vehicles, such as aircraft skin and cockpit cover.
(e machining process of every large complex part requires
several suitable supporting fixtures, which were usually
manufactured by the machine tools according to the nu-
merical models. However, this kind of rigid complex surface
fixture has low process flexibility, low utilization rate, and
high manufacturing cost, which has become a burden in the
field of aerospace manufacturing.

At present, there are hundreds of types of cockpit covers
produced in China, and each type has different specific
models. In the production of various kinds of cockpit cover,
the multipoint supporting flexible fixture is an important
means to solve the problem of quick replacement of
clamping. However, for the cockpit covers with different
sizes, shapes, and curvature changes, how to realize fast and

accurate digital clamping and the displacement calculation
of multipoint and multidegree of freedom system are the key
problems to be solved urgently.

(e traditional fixture adopts the six-point positioning
principle, positioning parts with its own high-precision
positioning components [1]. However, with the increase of
complex surface parts in aerospace field, more and more
flexible fixtures for complex surface parts appear. Most
flexible fixtures were designed as rod-type structure, which
used a number of support rods arranged in rows and col-
umns to form different shapes with varying heights [2]. (e
advantage of this classic flexible fixture lies in its clear
structure and simple control model. Its supporting motion
only has vertical upward degrees of freedom. However, its
limitation lies in that it can only support the open surface
with small curvature change and low crimp degree [3]. In
order to improve the control precision of the flexible fixture,
the current scholars have made a lot of efforts, and there are
mainly two methods to improve the control precision. (e
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first method is the detection method based on contact
control. Zhan and Zhou [4] developed an adaptive sliding
mode method to detect the contact between the support rod
and the workpiece. Zhou et al. [5] proposed a gripping force
control method based on force perception interaction of
virtual model, but it was extremely difficult to match virtual
model with real workpiece. (e clamping accuracy is pre-
cisely controlled by the precise control of the clamping force.
(is precision control method has high contact precision,
but for thin-walled parts that are easy to deform, this
clamping control method cannot correct the deformation
[6].

(e second method is based on a measurement cor-
rection method. Due to the inaccuracy of the clamping
position, Do et al. [7] proposed the clamping pose mea-
surement method based on vision measurement, and the
clamping correction amount can be given out. Hao et al. [8]
applied the contact measurement method to obtain the
actual clamping state of the workpiece and finally optimized
the fixture by minimizing the error distribution. (e posi-
tioning matching method of machining track for the
complex surface on fixture proposed by Xu et al. [9, 10] is
also based on measurement.

Besides the fixture with support point matrix, there is
also a fixture with expandable connecting rod structure to
clamp the thin wall surface.(is new flexible fixture has been
designed based on the principle of multiple dynamic vi-
bration [11]. It is a special fixture used only for clamping the
casing of the aircraft engine [12]. In order to improve the
rigidity of the clamping system and reduce the vibration of
the system, a certain optimization method is usually used to
optimize the clamping position of the fixture [13, 14]. In
addition to the mechanical fixture, there is now a magnetic
fluid fixture [15]. (is clamping method is based on the
magnetorheological principle, which can be used to clamp
any shape in theory, but the problem of its practical ap-
plication remains to be further studied.

In this paper, a variable multipoint, multidegree of
freedom flexible fixture is designed. (e coordinate system
of the fixture is introduced, and the mathematic description
model of the fixture movement process is established based
on the topological theory. (e optimal clamping position of
complex faceless parts was determined by bounding box
matching method and multibranch tree depth-first traversal,
and the clamping position was accurately calculated by
binary iteration. (e fixture designed in this paper can hold
dozens of aircraft cabin cover parts with strong compati-
bility. Its innovation lies in the accurate calculation of the
clamping position through the combination of virtual fixture
and real fixture, which not only has high clamping accuracy,
but also has a suppressing effect on the deformation of thin-
walled complex surface. In this paper, a method combining
topological theory with complex surface positioning on
flexible fixture is proposed, which greatly improves the
automation ability of flexible fixture and the accuracy of
clamping.

(e remainder of this work is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the structure of the new flexible fixture.
In Section 3, an accurate clamping method is described. In

the fourth part, the authors give the virtual simulation
software and the realization of the precise clamping method
based on the software. (en, the cockpit cover is clamped
with practical tooling. Finally,Section 5 concludes the paper
and proposes future studies.

2. Fixture Structure

2.1. Mechanical Structure. (e main structure of the fixture
is composed of two parts: the fixture body and the fixture
base. As shown in Figure 1(a), the fixture body has three
clamping boards, in which the fixed board is fixed on the
fixture base and cannot be moved. However, the front board
and the back board can move forward and backward with a
certain distance driven by air cylinders on the fixture base.

Each fixture board has five orthogonal translational
substructures as shown in Figure 1(b). (e middle suction
cup can only be driven up and down by the electric cylinder,
and the other four suction cups can also be up and down, but
they also can move left and right driven by the air cylinders
with a certain distance. So, for the three clamping boards,
there are a total of 15 suction cups. (e detailed orthogonal
structure of each suction cup is shown in Figure 2. (ree
translational mechanisms and two rotary mechanisms
constitute a small five-axis system. A suction cup can move
in three-dimensional space, when the x

⇀ and y
⇀ axes are

driven by air cylinders, and z
⇀ axis is driven by electric

cylinders. (e two rotation axes of x
⌢ and z

⌢ intersect at one
point to form a mechanism that approximates a spherical
linkage.(is mechanism that can change the direction of the
suction cup freely and the orthogonal mechanism together
form flexible clamp for the aircraft cockpit cover with dif-
ferent sizes and shapes.

2.2. Coordinate Definition. It can be seen from the structure
of the flexible fixture that it is a typical multibody linkage
system. In order to establish the mathematical motion
modeling of the flexible fixture, it is necessary to establish the
topological model of the mechanism from the perspective of
motion and simulation to describe the kinematic correlation
between the structures.

As shown in Figure 3, the whole fixture is a tree structure,
in which the base coordinate Tbase is the global coordinate
for the entire system. (e front board coordinate Tf0, the
middle board coordinate Tm0 and the back coordinate Tb0
are the local coordinates of the fixture boards, whose
transformation matrixes from the base coordinate are Tbase

f ,
Tbase

m and Tbase
b respectively. (ey are the second layer of the

structure.

Tf0 � Tbase · T
base
f ,

Tm0 � Tbase · T
base
m ,

Tb0 � Tbase · T
base
b .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

(e initial states of the suction cup coordinates Tfi, Tmi

and Tbi (i � 1, . . . , 5) are the third layer of the structure tree.
From the board coordinates to the coordinates of the suction
cups, the transformation relations can be written as
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Tfi � Tf0 · T
f

fi

Tmi � Tm0 · T
m
mi

Tbi � Tb0 · T
b
bi,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (i � 1, . . . , 5). (2)

Since the middle clamping board is fixed, so the
transformation matrix Tbase

m is a constant value. In this
project, the base coordinate coincides with the coordinate of
the middle clamping board. So Tbase

m is an augmented
identity matrix.

T
base
m � I4×4. (3)

As shown in Figure 3, for the front and back clamping
board, their movements are all along the x direction of the
base coordinate.

T
base
f � T

base
b �

I3×3 m
→

0 1
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (4)

in which m
→

� lx 0 0 , lx is the extension length of the air
cylinder that drives the clamping board. When the two
clamping boards move forward, lx is positive, and when they
move backward, it is negative.

(e translational movement matrix of each suction cup
Tf,i, Tm,i, Tb,i includes two variables.

Tf,i, Tm,i, Tb,i �

0

l3×3 ly

lz

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (5)

in which ly is the extension length of the air cylinders that
drive the suction cups. (e ly values of the motion of a pair
of suction cups distributed symmetrically on the clamping
boards are negative for each other. lz is the extended length
of the electric cylinder to drive the sucker to hold the cockpit
cover.

3. Multipoint Clamping Method

Hundreds of types of cockpit covers’ model were established
in different coordinates by different designers as shown in
Figure 4(a). When the workpiece model and the fixture
model were imported into the same coordinate frame, their
relative postures are unknown. Figure 4(b) illustrates a case
in which the relative relationship is unknown after the
models are imported. It is necessary to find an automatic
positioning matching clamping method so as to calculate the
precise movement of each suction cup on the complex
surface.

3.1. Initial Positioning. It is assumed that the vertex set on
the bounding box of the cockpit cover is
P{ } � Pi(i � 1, . . . , 8). And the points set on the max
bounding box of the suction cup positions is
Q{ } � Qi(i � 1, . . . , 8). (e initial positioning of the cockpit
cover is to calculate the transforming matrix Mtr between
the cockpit cover and the suction cups. An augmented
transforming matrix Mtr can be written as

Ttr �
R3×3 T3×1

0 1
 . (6)

The fixture base

The fixture body

The back board

The fixed board

The front board

(a)

Air cylinder

Electric cylinder

(b)

Figure 1: Concrete structure of the fixture. (a) Main structure of the fixture. (b) Substructure of the fixture board.
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Figure 2: Detailed structure of the fixture.
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(e mathematical expression to minimize the two set of
points can be written as

 �
1
2



n

i

qi − Rpi − T
����

����
2
. (7)

(is is an optimization problem, which can be solved by
several typical algorithms [16]. With the result of Mtr, the
two-coordinate frame can coincide to each other. (e
matching effect is shown in Figure 5.

3.2. TopologyModel. After initial positioning, it is necessary
to carry out an optimized positioning process. Because the
clamping position of the clamping board and the suction cup
can be spatially driven by air cylinder to form many
clamping states, the clamping states can be described by a
topology model.

(e middle clamping board is fixed, and the other two
boards both have two working locations. (e working lo-
cations are numbered in binary as Figure 6 shows. (e
position close to the center clamping board has a smaller
clamping range and is marked as 0, while the station far away
from the center clamping board is marked as 1. (e front

clamping board corresponds to the high binary bit, and the
rear gripper corresponds to the low binary bit.

It is assumed that the distance that the air cylinder drives the
clamping board is lx. (en, the movement transformation
matrix of the front clamping board corresponding to the bit
state 1 Tr1f and the movement transformation matrix of the
back clamping board corresponding to the bit state 0 Tr0b can be
written as
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Figure 3: Structure topological model and coordinate relations.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (e uncertain position and pose relationship between the workpiece and the fixture in the unified coordinate system. (a)
Workspace coordinate. (b) Initial import state without positioning.

Bounding box vertex

Figure 5: Bounding box vertex matching.
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Tr1f � Tr0b �

lx
l3×3 0

0
0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (8)

(en, the opposite movement transformation matrix
Tr0f and Tr1b is

Tr0f � Tr1b �

−lx
l3×3 0

0
0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (9)

(e current position and posture Tf and Tb of the front
or back clamping board can be calculated as

Tf � Tf0 · T
f

f � Tbase · T
base
f · Trj

f

Tm � Tm0 � Tbase · T
base
m

Tb � Tb0 · Trj

b � Tbase · T
base
b · Trj

b

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (j � 0 or 1).

(10)

For a clamping board, there are five suction cups, in
which the clamping direction of the middle one is fixed.
Opposing pairs of the left four suction cups form two
groups.(e top pair is defined as the binary high bit, and the
bottom pair as the binary low bit. At each binary bit, the high
position of the suction cup is defined as 1, and the lower
position as 0. Both the binary code of the clamping board
and the binary code of the suction cup in each board have a
common feature. As Figure 7 shows, they form four binary
codes, and these binary codes correspond to decimal 0∼4.
(e code is set in such a way that the larger the corre-
sponding decimal value, the larger the clamping range.

According to the distribution structure of clamping
boards and suction cups, a two-layer topological tree as
shown in Figure 8 is formed. (e first layer is the clamping
board structure with four position choices. (e second layer
is the suction cup structure with four position choices for
every clamping board. (e optimal clamping state can be
estimated and searched by depth-first traversal in the to-
pological tree.

It is assumed that the distance that the air cylinder drives
the orthogonal mechanism is ly. (en, the movement
transformation matrix of the suction cups in the front,
middle, and back clamping board Tr1f,i,Tr

1
m,i and Tr1b,i

corresponding to the bit state 1 can be written as

Tr1f,i � Tr1m,i � Tr1b,i �

0

l3×3 ly

0

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (11)

(en, the opposite movement transformation matrixes
Tr0f,i,Tr

0
m,i and Tr0b,i corresponding to the bit state 0 can be

written as

Tr0f,i � Tr0m,i � Tr0b,i �

0

l3×3 −ly

0

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (12)

For each combination in the topological tree, test the
number of points, at which there is a vector that the suction
cup pointers intersect with the cockpit cover surface. It is
assumed that the number of intersections is n. Calculate the
volume of the minimum bounding box of the intersections
Vb.
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Vave �
Vb

n
. (13)

Vave approximates the effective volume supported by
each suction cup. Choose the topological node with the
maximum Vave as the optimal clamping status [17].

3.3. Offset Intersection. After the clamping position is ob-
tained, the motion of the linkage and the rotational mo-
mentum of the two rotation angles of the suction cups need
to be solved accurately.

Since the aircraft cockpit canopy is a complex surface in
space, the clamping direction of the suction cup should be
consistent with the normal vector of the clamping point. (e
two rotation axes of a suction cup intersect at a point. (e
aim is to calculate the extended distance of the intersection
point and the two rotation angles of the axes. As shown in
Figure 9, the initial position is p0 and the distance between
the end surface of the suction cup and the intersection point
of the rotating shafts is d. (e clamping process is to find a
point pa that has a d distance from the surface alone the
vector of the electric driver direction.

(e dichotomy solution process is shown in Figure 10.
(e distance from the starting point p0 to the intersection
point pe is bisected, and the distance from the midpoint pm

to the surface is calculated. If the projected distance dm is
greater than the set distance d, set the middle point pm as the
end point and vice versa. (us, the calculation process is
iterated until the error between the distance from some
intermediate point to the surface and the set distance d is less
than a tiny value ε which is almost always set to 0.01mm.

3.4. Digital Twin Simulation. Under the Visual Studio
platform, the digital twin system is written in C++ language,
as shown in Figure 11. All the algorithms proposed in this
paper were realized in this software.

(e clamping calculation details are shown in Figure 12.
(e figure clearly shows the intersection of the clamping
linkage vector and the cockpit cover surface, as well as the
space line segment with a projected distance d.

In order to compare the effectiveness of the theoretical
position calculated by the algorithm in this paper in actual

clamping, an API laser tracker is used to measure the actual
clamping position. A target ball seat of the laser tracker is
designed in the center of each vacuum sucker of the flexible
fixture. Control the flexible fixture to move to the clamping
position, and measure the clamping position with the laser
tracker as shown in Figure 13. (e measured points are
measured in the measurement coordinate system of the
laser tracker, and the theoretical clamping positions are
calculated by the algorithm in the coordinate system of the
fixture. Since they are in different coordinate systems, IPC
matching algorithm can be used for error matching and
evaluation. By matching and comparing the measurement
points with the mathematical model of the complex sur-
face, the maximum error between them is measured, so as
to verify the clamping accuracy [18]. (e mathematical
models of the surface and the measurement points are
shown in Figure 14. (e measured clamping positions and
their corresponding position errors are shown in Figure 15.
(e clamping errors measured by the laser tracker are
shown in Table 1.

From the experiment result, it can be seen that the
clamping errors are within the range of 0.01∼0.06mm. Since
the vacuum suction plate has a certain elasticity, this small
error can be compensated by the elasticity of the vacuum
chuck. From the point of view of mathematical calculation,
the calculation error should be in micron level [19]. (e
actual measurement error includes the manufacturing and
assembling error of the flexible fixture.

3.5. Complex Surface Clamping Experiment. (e flexible
workpiece is used for clamping various types of cockpit
covers.(e cockpit cover of a new type of coach plane is used
as the experimental object.(e cockpit cover is placed on the
flexible clamping tool, and the clamping calculation is
carried out by the algorithm proposed in this paper.

(e states before and after clamping are shown in
Figures 15(a) and 15(b). (e clamped cockpit cover is ex-
tremely stable on the flexible workpiece. According to the
position of the workpiece determined by the fixture, the
machining process of the cockpit cover is good, which fully
proves the correctness and practicability of the method
presented in this paper.
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4. Conclusions

(is paper introduces a precise clamping method of mul-
tipoint flexible fixture in detail. Aiming at the unknown
difference between the coordinate system of flexible fixture
and the coordinate system of the workpiece model, a
matching method based on the feature points of bounding
boxes was proposed. Based on the topological theory, a tree
data structure was established for the complex movement of
flexible fixture, and the feasible clamping methods were
searched based on depth-first traversal. Based on the em-
pirical function of optimal clamping, the available clamping
modes were screened, and the optimal clamping modes were
obtained. On this basis, the equidistant clamping position
perpendicular to the complex surface is calculated by the
dichotomy iteration strategy. (e simulation and experi-
ment based on the cockpit covers demonstrate the cor-
rectness and practicability of the proposed method.

Different from most flexible fixture, the fixture in this
paper is a variable complex series-parallel mechanism, and
the drive mode is a mixture of pneumatic step type and
electric feed type. (e innovation of this paper lies in the
establishment of multibranch tree model based on topo-
logical theory.(e advantage of this topology model is that it
clearly shows the connection relationship between the
various moving parts of the fixture and includes a variety of
control methods. (e application of topology can well de-
scribe the clamping state of the complex flex2ible fixture.

(is paper also proves that topology is particularly suitable
for the description of the mechanisms of variable structures
in engineering. (e method proposed in this paper is dif-
ferent from the traditional fixture clamping strategy. (e
traditional fixture determines how to position firstly, which
is a method that positions before matching. But the method
proposed in this paper is to determine the best positioning
strategies and then constrains the shape of the complex
surface workpiece with the flexible fixture, which can be
defined as a method that matches before positioning.

(e next research will explore the relationship between
the clamping position of the flexible fixture and the vibration
modes of the cockpit cover during the manufacturing
process.
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